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Meteovista Launches New iPad App Worldwide
Published on 04/02/14
Meteovista launches Meteovista HD 1.0.3 for iPad, now available worldwide in the App
Store. Using weather forecasts compiled by an in-house teams of meteorologist experts,
Meteovista HD is a truly unique app that is fully customizable to suit each user's needs.
For everywhere in the world there is a choice of: the weather for today and tomorrow,
rainfall radar, weekly overview, maps showing the weather, wind and weather ratings,
conditions for outdoor activities and health.
Cupertino, California - Meteovista describes Meteovista HD for iPad as the best weather
app available for the iPad. The app has been available in the Netherlands since June 2013
and has already been crowned the best weather app in the Netherlands. Receiving 400,000
downloads since launch, and winning the TMG public award for "best weather app", it has
obtained a larger user-base and greater acclaim that leading competitors such as Yahoo
Weather.
Customer's wishes:
During its development, with app-developer Touchwonders, taking account of users' wishes
was paramount. Since the app is entirely made up of widgets, it can be completely
configured in the way any user requires. With a choice of 6 different widgets the user
decides what they want to see. For everywhere in the world there is a choice of: the
weather for today and tomorrow, rainfall radar, weekly overview, maps showing the weather,
wind and weather ratings, conditions for outdoor activities and health.
For more details, each individual widget can be opened to view a larger version and by
using multiple walls (screens) users can add in as much real-time information as required.
Rainfall radar and rainfall forecast:
In addition to weather forecast information, Meteovista HD also includes a free rainfall
radar. There is also rainfall prediction for every individual location. This lets users
know exactly when it will rain and how much.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 16.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Meteovista HD 1.0.3 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Weather category. In the near future the smartphone app for Android and iPhone will
also be available.
Meteovista:
http://www.meteovista.co.uk
Meteovista HD 1.0.3:
http://apps.appshout.com/meteovista-hd/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/meteovista-hd/id710480279
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/46/f8/d1/46f8d10a-6460-c1f6-6074-e6987ab595ae/scre
en480x480.jpeg
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App Icon:
http://apps.appshout.com/meteovista-hd/images/icon.png

Since 2001 Meteovista has grown to become one of the biggest weather companies in the
Netherlands with products and services for both private and business markets. Every month
more than 6 million people visit Meteovista websites for their daily weather information
and Meteovista has won many national awards for their unique products. With an in-house
team of meteorologists, Meteovista has also started to rollout in other European
countries. There are apps and sites in Belgium, France, Germany, Poland and the UK. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 Meteovista. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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